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1 AUTHORITY DECLARATION 

The information contained in this document (i.e., including drawings, plans, pictures, etc.) is subject to trade 

secrets (according to §504 of Act No. 89/2012 Coll., As amended) of the Company MONET +, a.s. ID 

26217783 and their disposition is subject to the law of the Czech Republic. 

The Company MONET +, a.s. ID 26217783 under Act No. 121/2000 Coll. on Copyright, on Rights Related to 

Copyright and on Amendments to Certain Acts, as amended, by the executor of property rights to the 

relevant parts of this document. 
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3 INTRODUCTION 

To use electronic features in Ubuntu Linux, you need to install ProID + software on your computer. 

The current version of the package installs support for ProID +, ProID + Q, and ProID + NG cards 

This document describes how to install ProID + software on a computer running Ubuntu Linux. 

The software is installed using a DEB installation package, which serves as a graphical installation guide. 
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4 INSTALLED SW 

ProID + software package incorporates complete support of electronic features for Ubuntu Linux. After 

successful installation, computer users will have access to all software applications available for ProID cards 

on Ubuntu Linux. 

ProID + software is divided into two separate installation packages. These are: 

» Chip drivers (PKCS # 11) for ProID +, ProID + NG, ProID + Q and ProID + QSeal cards for working with 

certificates and creating electronic signatures. The package is called libproidplus-gui. 

» Card Manager application (hereinafter referred to as ProID Card Manager), for managing certificates and 

ProID chip card access codes. The package is called proidcm. 

The following sections briefly describes the characteristics of individual applications installed. 

. 

4.1 PROID CARD ADMINISTRATOR 

ProID Card Manager is an application for managing user certificates and ProID card access codes. 

Using the ProID Card Manager, the user can, for example: 

» View a list of cryptographic keys on a chip. 

» View certificate information on a chip. 

» Import or delete a certificate. 

» Set, unblock or change one of the access codes (PUK, PIN,). 

» Diagnose problems with the reader, chip, certificates, … 

 

4.2 CHIP DRIVERS 

P To work with electronic certificates, it is necessary to install cryptographic drivers in the operating system. 

ProID card drivers allow applications to work with certificates stored in the card chip. Using drivers, 

certificates (and keys) can be used to: 

» Electronic signing (documents, e-mails, etc.); 

» Login (e.g., to websites). 

However, the drivers are also used to manage certificates in the chip: 

» Read information about saved certificates. 

» Creating or enrolling new certificates and cryptographic keys. 

» Delete unnecessary certificates and keys. 

» Another important function of drivers is to work with access codes: 

» Display the window for entering the code; 

» Control of code values against the chip; 
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» Change the value of the code; 

» Blocking the code after repeated incorrect entries; 

» Etc. 

» The drivers adhere to recognized technical standards for integrating smart cards into Ubuntu Linux 

operating systems: 

» PKCS # 11 - driver for applications that do not rely on the cryptographic functions of Ubuntu Linux, but 

implement their own cryptography (e.g., Firefox, Thunderbird, etc.). 
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5 BEFORE INSTALLING 

To install the ProID + software, follow these steps: 

» Download the installation package 

» See section Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkazů. 

» Run the installation package 

» Under the account of the operating system administrator 

» See section 6 

» Perform all installation steps 

» The graphical installation wizard instructs users on an ongoing basis 

» See section 6  

5.1 STATUS OF THE COMPUTER BEFORE INSTALLATION 

The operating system does not need to be specially modified to perform the installation. Everything needed 

is provided by the installation software within the OS and the ProID + software is installed. 

During the installation, packages from Internet repositories can be installed in the operating system, so it is 

recommended to perform the installation on a computer connected to the Internet. If the operating system 

already contains all the dependent modules needed to run the ProID + application, then an Internet 

connection is not required for the installation itself. 

It is not necessary to have a reader connected to the computer and the reader drivers installed to install the 

ProID + software. The card reader can only be installed after installing the ProID + software. Nevertheless, it 

is recommended that the reader be installed before installing the ProID + software.  

The ProID + software installation must be run under a user account that has Ubuntu (Administrator) 

privileges, i.e., it has the right to elevate privileges using sudo. If the user does not have these permissions, 

they should contact the operating system administrator and ask them to perform the installation. 

Before starting the installation, it is recommended to save any work and close any applications running. 

 

5.2 DOWNLOAD THE INSTALLATION PACKAGE 

ProID applications are installed using an installation package. The installation package file is stored as DEB 

files and must be downloaded from the Internet, from the ProID card support website. 

When downloading the installation package, the user should note in which directory the downloaded file will 

be saved - so that he can then run the installation program from that directory. 
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5.3 VERIFICATION OF THE ORIGIN OF THE INSTALLATION PACKAGE 

Before installing the software, the user should always verify that the software comes from a trusted source 

and that no one has tampered with the contents of the package. By installing untrusted or modified software, 

there is a risk that a computer virus or other malicious software, for example, may enter your computer. 

For ProID + software, integrity can be verified: 

 

» By downloading the installation package exclusively from  ProID software website support and 

comparing the fingerprint of the installation package. 

After verifying the installation package's fingerprint, the user can be confident that they are using the original 

ProID + package, which does not contain malicious software. 

 

5.4 FINGERPRINT COMPARISON OF INSTALLATION PACKAGE 

I The ProID + installation package for Linux OS must be verified and this is done using a checksum. 

 

Assuming that the file was downloaded correctly or you want to verify the authenticity and you want to 

check the checksum hash, the command is used to generate a checksum. This varies depending on the hash 

algorithm. In this case, they are SHA256 and SHA1. 

 

The user can - before installing the ProID + software, verify the trustworthiness of the control using the 

command: 

shasum proid.sha --check 

 

Or compare the fingerprint with the installation file: 

Shasum proid.deb | tee proid.sha 

 

 

Fig 1: Listing of shasum program when verifying the signature of the card manager installation package 

 

The checksum appears on the next line of the terminal. Compare it with the checksum generated by the 

software vendor and make sure it matches. 

If both checksums match, the file has not been corrupted or changed from the original version and can be 

run 

 

  

https://proid.cz/ke-stazeni/
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6 STARTING AND PERFORMING THE INSTALLATION  

The installation of the ProID control software is performed using the supplied installation package, using 

system tools (graphical or command line tools). The installation package is designed to make the work of the 

average user as easy as possible: 

 

» Defines dependent packages required to run applications ProID, 

» Places files in the expected directory paths, 

» Creates shortcuts for easy launch of ProID - Card Manager. 

 

The following subsections describe installation procedures using the graphical tool and the text console. 

Installation result in both cases is the same. 

  

6.1 INSTALLATION USING THE UBUNTU SOFTWARE GRAPHIC TOOL 

Ubuntu Software Application Manager is the default graphical tool for managing installed programs in the 

Ubuntu distribution. 

The next procedure assumes that the installation packages have already been downloaded (see section 5.2). 

It is the package with the chip driver (PKCS # 11 library) libproidplus-gui and a graphical application Card 

Manager proidcm. 

. 

6.1.1 Installing the chip driver using the Ubuntu Software graphical tool   

You need to locate the downloaded libproidplus-gui.deb file in the file manager (e.g., Program Files). Double-

clicking the package file launches the associated DEB package management application (Ubuntu Application 

Software by default). 

The Ubuntu Software window displays the basic information read from the installation package. The 

installation itself is started by pressing the Install button. 

Before starting the installation, the installation program needs to obtain administrative privileges in order to 

write the files to the system directories. Elevation of authorization is performed by entering the user 

password in the Password field in the system dialog. To continue, press the Verify button. 
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Fig 2: Elevation of privileges to install the chip driver 
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Fig 3: Ubuntu Software with the libproidplus-gui.deb package loaded  

 

After successful verification, the installation of files into the system will begin. The installation package 

automatically performs all the necessary steps: 

» Installs application and configuration files in the / opt / ProID / lib program directory 

» Installs dependent packages / modules from Ubuntu repositories, 

» registers the application in the system settings. 
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Fig 4: Chip driver installation progress 

 

The user does not have the option to change the installation directory during the installation, the installation 

package uses the predefined directory / usr / lib / x86_64-linux-gnu. 

 

After successful installation, the Install button (Install) will change to Remove (Remove) 
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Fig 5: Completed installation of the chip driver application 

If you encounter problems when installing with Ubuntu Software, it is recommended to proceed with the 

installation using the apt console tool (see section 6.2.1). 

 

6.1.2 Install the ProID Card Manager using the Ubuntu Software graphical tool  

You need to locate the downloaded file proidcm.deb in the file manager (e.g., with the Program Files). 

Double-clicking the package file launches the associated DEB package management application (Ubuntu 

Software Application by default). 

The Ubuntu Software window displays the basic information read from the installation package. The 

installation itself is started by pressing the Install button.  
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Before starting the installation, the installation program needs to obtain administrative privileges in order to 

write the files to the system directories. Elevation of authorization is performed by entering the user 

password in the Password field in the system dialog. To continue, press the Verify button. 

 

 

Fig 6: Elevation of administrator privileges to install the card ProID 

 

After successful verification, the installation of files into the system will begin. The installation package 

automatically performs all the necessary steps: 

» Installs application and configuration files in the program directory / opt / ProID / 

» Installs dependent packages / modules from Ubuntu repositories, 

» Registers the application in the system settings, 

» Installs application shortcuts. 
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Fig 7: Ubuntu software package loaded with proidcm.deb  

 

Fig 8: ProID Card Manager installation process  

 

The user does not have the option to change the installation directory during the installation, the installation 

package uses the predefined directory / opt / ProID / CardManager 

 

After successful installation, the Install button (Install) will change to Remove (Remove).  
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Fig 9: Completed the installation of the ProID Card Manager application  

If you have problems installing with Ubuntu Software, it is recommended to proceed with the installation 

using the apt console tool (see section 6.2.2). 

6.2 INSTALLATION USING THE CONSOLE TOOL APT 

For most users, the most convenient way to install packages is using a graphical package manager (e.g., 

Ubuntu Software) - see section 6.1. However, in certain cases (e.g., if the installation with Ubuntu Software 

fails) it is more advantageous to proceed with the installation using command line tools, especially for a more 

detailed listing of actions performed and their results 

6.2.1 Installing the chip driver using the console tool apt 

The package is installed with a command in the Linux terminal (e.g., gnome-terminal): 

sudo apt install ./Iibproidplus-gui.deb 

in the directory with the saved package. Apt will automatically download the required dependent packages. 
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Fig 10: Installing the driver card using the apt  

 

The progress of the installation should correspond to the text shown in Figure 10. Upon successful 

installation, no error messages are displayed in the apt program listing. Apt will automatically download the 

required dependent packages. 

6.2.2 Installing the ProID Manager using the console tool apt 

The package is installed with a command in the Linux terminal (e.g., gnome-terminal): 

sudo apt install ./proidcm.deb 

in the directory with the saved package. Apt will automatically download the required dependent packages 

 

Fig 11: Installation of Manager Card ProID using apt 

Upon successful installation, no error messages are displayed in the apt listing. 

Apt will automatically download the required dependent packages. 
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7 READERS 

ProID + software communicates with the card chip via a chip card reader. It is not possible to use the 

electronic functions without a chip card reader. The user must therefore: 

» Obtain a suitable card reader, 

» Connect the reader to the computer, 

» Or, install reader drivers. 

 

7.1 READER SELECTION 

A reader that complies with the CCID standard and works with the PC / SC subsystem of the operating 

system must be purchased and connected to a computer running the Ubuntu Linux operating system. 

ProID + software can work together: 

» with regular readers (without integrated keyboard); 

» As well as with readers that have their own keyboard, and or display. 

 

7.2 READER DRIVERS 

The card reader, like any device connected to a PC, must have the appropriate driver installed in the 

operating system. If the correct driver is not installed, the operating system cannot communicate with the 

reader and the reader does not work. 

Warning: Reader drivers are not part of the ProID + installation package. Commissioning of the reader 

(including possible installation of drivers) must be performed separately - outside of the installation of ProID 

+ software. 

Some readers (Plug & Play) do not require the installation of drivers, resp. the operating system finds and 

installs the necessary drivers itself. For other readers, the driver must be installed separately. Privileged 

permissions are required to install drivers - drivers can only be installed by a user with operating system 

administrator privileges. 

The seller or supplier of the reader should inform the user whether the drivers need to be installed (in the 

given operating system). If installation is required, the vendor or vendor should provide an installation 

package with the reader drivers. The user must then ensure that the drivers are installed. 

7.2.1 Verify the functionality of the card reader driver 

In the Ubuntu Linux operating system, the functionality of the readers depends on the PC / SC Lite service. 

This service is not a standard part of the operating system and must be installed. 

Command line installation: 

sudo apt install libpcsclite1 pcscd pcsc-tools 

The functionality of the reader can be verified, for example, with the pcsc_scan command run from the 

command line terminal. The program lists all connected readers (the card must be inserted in the reader). 

When the application scan is completed, the status is displayed. The user should see the ATR card (ATR) and 

the reader name (Reader) during the test. 
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Fig 12: Verification of the functionality of the reader using pcsc_scan  

More information on testing can be found here: 

https://help.ubuntu.com/community/CommonAccessCard 

 

7.3 READER CONNECTION 

The reader must be connected to the computer via the connector of the given type of reader. The most 

common readers come with a USB cable. These readers must be connected to a free USB port on your 

computer. USB readers are powered directly via the computer's USB port, so they can be used immediately 

after installing the drivers. 

It is not advisable to extend the reader's USB cable with USB extension cables, due to a drop in power supply. 

https://help.ubuntu.com/community/CommonAccessCard
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8 INTEGRATION OF INSTALLED SOFTWARE 

To work with electronic certificates, it is necessary to the operating system, resp. ProID card drivers must 

be integrated into the applications used. Drivers are part of the installation - they need to be connected to 

applications. The procedure for integrating drivers into the operating system and applications is described in 

the following sections. 

The ProID installation also includes chip drivers for working with certificates on ProID family chip cards. 

Applications that do not use the operating system's cryptographic interface communicate directly with 

the PKCS # 11 library. In order for these applications to work with certificates on ProID cards, the user must 

configure the correct PKCS # 11 library (sometimes called Cryptoki) in them. The method of library 

configuration differs for individual applications, the user should find the correct way in the technical 

documentation of the application. 

A different PKCS # 11 library is specified for each ProID card type: 

» Card ProID+ 

» Location of PKCS#11 library /usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libproidcm11.so 

» Card ProID+Q 

» Location of PKCS#11 library /usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libproidqcm11.so 

» Card ProID+NG 

» Location of PKCS#11 library /usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libproidngcm11.so 

To minimize the configuration of applications that use the PKCS # 11 interface, the installation also includes 

the libproidproxyp11.so library, which provides communication with all types of ProID cards. This file is 

located in the / usr / lib / x86_64-linux-gnu directory. 

The procedure for configuring the PKCS # 11 driver for Firefox and other applications is described in sections 

8.1 and 8.2. 

8.1 INTEGRATION OF PKCS # 11 WITH MOZILLA FIREFOXX 

To illustrate, this section describes how to integrate the ProID card driver into Mozilla Firefox. Firefox is 

probably the best known and most commonly used application that uses the PKCS # 11 cryptographic 

interface. 

You can add a ProID card driver to Firefox using the Security Devices menu in the Preferences → Privacy & 

Security → Security Devices menu. 
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Fig 13: Application Menu Mozilla Firefox 
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Fig 14: Mozilla Firefox settings window 

In the Certificates section, press the Security Devices button. 
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Fig 15: Security settings in Mozilla Firefox 

The Security Device Manager window appears. In this window you need to add a new security device: a smart 

card. To add, press the Load button, the window for locating the chip card driver will appear: 

 

Fig 16: Add smart card driver to Mozilla Firefox 

In the New PKCS # 11 Device Driver window, you need to:  

» Set the name of the module - any, e.g., ProID, 
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» Specify the path to the libproidproxyp11.so module, typically /usr/lib/x86_64-linux-

gnu/libproidproxyp11.so, 

» Save the settings with the OK button. 

After pressing the OK button, Firefox will try to load the specified driver module. After the module is 

successfully loaded, Firefox displays information about the connected chip card reader or information about 

the inserted chip: 

 

Fig 17: Mozilla Firefox window with a list of security modules  

Failure to load the library is indicated by the error message: Failed to add module. If the module cannot be 

added, the user should make sure that he specified the correct path when adding it and that the 

libproidproxyp11.so file is indeed in the specified path. 

8.2 INTEGRATION OF PKCS # 11 INTO OTHER APPLICATIONSÍ 

If the user is using another application cryptographic interface with PKCS # 11, it is necessary to use smart 

cards configured in the manner specified in the documentation for the application. The configuration is 

usually performed by entering the path to the libproidproxyp11.so library of the smart card in the appropriate 

configuration item. 
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9 INSTALLATION OF A NEWER VERSION 

If a newer version of ProID + software is available, the user computer should be updated. The new version 

can fix bugs and offer improved features or controls.  

The availability of the new ProID + package can be checked by the user at  the ProID website. 

ProID + software is updated in a similar way to the initial installation: 

» The installation package must be downloaded from the website, 

» Run it, 

» Follow the instructions of the installation wizard. 

The installation procedure is described in section 6. 

Warning: Like the initial installation, the ProID + update must be run under a user account with operating 

system administrator privileges. If the installation is run under a user account that does not have 

administrator privileges, the installation wizard displays an operating system elevation window during the 

installation to elevate user privileges. An unprivileged user can enter the administrator account name and 

password in this window to authorize the subsequent installation process. 

The ProID + software is updated in the same way as the initial installation - see section Starting and 

performing the installation. 

  

https://proid.cz/ke-stazeni/
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10 UNINSTALLATION 

The chip driver and ProID Manager software can be uninstalled using a command-line package management 

tool (such as apt or dpkg). 

Note: As with the installation, the uninstallation must be performed under the account of the operating 

system administrator - see also section 6 

 

After the uninstallation is complete, the ProID software components are removed from the operating 

system: 

» Deleted files and directories of proidcm and libproidplus-gui software 

» Removed program shortcuts from the View Applications menu 

Uninstalling does not remove user configurations and log files from directories: 

Directories: 

» ~ /. Config / ProID / 

» ~ /. ProIDCM_logs / 

These directories can be deleted after uninstallation. 

After uninstallation, none of the ProID software modules can be used anymore. The proidcm and 

libproidplus-gui software can be reinstalled on your computer at any time. 

The following subsections describe the procedure for uninstalling using a line command. 

10.1 UNINSTALLING THE CHIP DRIVER USING THE CONSOLE TOOL APT 

Apt is a command line tool. Its execution must be initialized from a terminal window (e.g., gnome-terminal), 

which can be started e.g., from the View menu application. 

 

To remove the chip driver application, use the command in the terminal window: 

sudo apt remove libproidplus-gui 

After running the command, the chip driver software is removed from the operating system: 
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Fig 18: Uninstalling the driver chip using utility apt 

After successful verification, the chip driver software will be removed from the operating system. The chip 

driver entry is removed from the list of installed applications. 

 

Successful uninstallation can be verified, for example, by the absence of the / usr / local / etc / crplus 

directory. 

 

10.2 UNINSTALLING THE PROID CARD MANAGER USING THE CONSOLE TOOL 

APT 

Apt is a command line tool. Its execution must be initialized from a terminal window (e.g., gnome-terminal), 

which can be started e.g., from the View menu application. 

 

To remove the chip driver application, use the command in the terminal window: 

sudo apt remove proidcm 

After running the command, the chip driver software is removed from the operating system: 
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Fig 19: Uninstall the ProID Card Manager using the apt utility 

 

After successful verification, the ProID Manager software will be removed from the operating system. 

The chip driver entry is removed from the list of installed applications. 

 

Successful uninstallation can be verified, for example, by the absence of the / opt / ProID / CardManager 

directory. 

 


